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REQUIREMENTS

 > centralized user management 
with easy integration into all 
existing applications

 > secure authentication during the 
ticket payment process

 > convenient login and registration 
processes through Social Login 
and Progressive Profiling

 > Users should be able to manage 
their data themselves in the 
customer portal

ADVANTAGES

 > Social Login ensures user-

friendly login

 > modern account management 

through user self-services

 > the use of progressive profiling 

replaces lengthy registration 

forms and collects visitor data 

step-by-step 

 > seamless integration into existing 

systems via APIs and webhooks

Since its relaunch on 31 March 2019, experimenta has been Germany’s 

biggest world of discovery and adventure. Researchers and discoverers 

will get their money’s worth on around 25,000 square metres of exhibition 

space with around 275 exhibits, 4 creative studios, 9 laboratories, 1 

observatory and a Science Dome, where spectacular science shows take 

place. Experimenta stands for the joy of experimentation, knowledge and 

innovation. During its relaunch, the focus was mainly on the digitalization of 

the exhibition world - and the creators have succeeded!

Today, a special wristband offers the possibility to create customized tours 

according to one’ s personal preferences and interests. The results of 

experiments obtained can be saved at the individual stations, or videos and 

photos can be taken. These digital souvenirs are stored during the tour in 

a “digital backpack” and are available after the visit in the corresponding 

personal customer accounts. This way, visitors can also access their 

experiences from home and share the results with friends and family.

In order to protect the data of the portal from unauthorized access and to 

equip the upstream processes, such as registration, login and payment of 

tickets, for the digital future, experimenta opted for our customer identity 

and access management solution - cidaas.

SECURE AND CENTRALIZED USER MANAGEMENT
Visitors were able to reserve tickets in the ticket shop previously. The 

request was then forwarded to the experimenta administration, which 

confirmed and processed the payment. In the course of the relaunch of 

the Science Center, an online shop was to be connected, which could 

also be used for the payment of the tickets. Since sensitive data is always 

transmitted during payment transactions, the main focus of the software 

evaluation was on securing the data against unauthorized access and hence 

on the secure authentication of the payers. Another requirement was that 

the solution should integrate seamlessly into existing applications.

With cidaas, experimenta found a solution that performs user identification 

in a secure and controlled manner and is now used as its central user 

management system with integration into all its existing applications.

CENTRALIZED USER MANAGEMENT AND SECURE PORTALS
FOR EXPERIMENTA
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SECURE AUTHENTICATION PROCESSES PROTECT VISITORS’ PERSONAL DATA 
FROM MISUSE

 > Various authentication methods are now available for new registration or re-
registration into personal user accounts:

 > Social Login via Facebook or Google: convenient way of identification, because 
the data already stored by the social media provider is used for authentication 
here. 

 > classic username/password request: is mainly used by school classes, as 
students often do not have a social media account or their own e-mail address.

 > An opt-in is used to verify e-mail addresses - this prevents “fake” e-mail addresses 
from being used in user accounts.

 > User self-services allow visitors the option to manage their data independently.

 > The de-duplication functionality allows duplicate identities to be recognized and 
linked by the user himself at the push of a button.

 > Single Sign-On (SSO) enables visitors to access all other channels after one-time 
authentication

 > Progressive profiling makes new registrations much more convenient for 
visitors. While registering for the first time, only the most important personal 
identification details (first and last name plus e-mail address) are requested. 
During subsequent logins into their personal customer accounts, users are asked 
for further information, such as the date of birth. In the course of time, complete 
user profiles are created automatically, which in turn can be used for targeted 
advertising activities. 

 > Webhooks inform all surrounding systems about new or existing identities, so that 
the same information can be retrieved at any time in any system.

CONSISTENT DIGITAL PROCESSES FOR GREATER EFFICIENCY 
 > The protection of the partially sensitive data of the user accounts is ensured via 

OAUth2  an OpenID Conncect

 > Login, registration and payment processes are now completed digitally without 
post-processing by the back-office team

 > Secure authentication during the ticket payment process 

 > Optimal user comfort during registration and login processes

“As a swabian company, we 

are delighted to have been 

able to join and support the 

relaunch of experimenta. Just 

as experimenta, Germany´s 

largest science center, presents 

a broad spectrum of future-

oriented offerings for large 

and small researchers, cidaas 

with its typical German spirit 

of innvovation, takes visitor 

management into the digital 

future”.

Sadrick Widmann

Chief Product Officer
cidaas

About cidaas 
cidaas stands for Customer Identity as 

a Service and offers identity and access 

management that is highly scalable 

and can be easily integrated. Widas ID 

GmbH’s CloudService is developed and 

hosted in Germany. cidaas provides 

highest security by using the standards 

OAuth2 and OpenID Connect for 

interface authentication. Strong multi-

factor authentication methods (MFA), 

including biometric factors (fingerprint, 

face scan,...), are used to uniquely 

verify user identities. Widas ID GmbH 

has been offering “Software made in 

Germany” since 1997 and is based in 

Wimsheim near Stuttgart. 

www.cidaas.com


